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Do you feel pushed and pulled in all directions?
Do you find that once you complete one task, 3 more pop up?
Do you feel that you don’t even have the time to delegate?
The truth is chaos does not have to be a way of life.

“Laura, I love your style. It’s warm, friendly and calm,
and you create a safe environment for your clients.
There is something very special about you, and the
way you work in service of others.
You are a Masterful Coach.”

Laura helps busy professionals and entrepreneurs create effective
systems so that they can comfortably delegate to others, be more
Leslie I.
profitable and have time to enjoy life even if they don’t have time to
learn new technology or train their staff. Laura has a knack for turning
big ideas into on time and profitable projects.
Transforming the way you live into a life you love.

Wanted to let you know my success
last night set the stage and I woke
with excitement about the business
of my business this morning. That
is new for me. Thank you so
much!"

“Laura’s online courses contain valuable tips
Patricia - Entrepreneur
that apply to everyone. Probing questions are
provided for self-evaluation. Rose is
passionate about the subject. I found the
courses useful. Recommended”
Christian, Real Estate Investor Darrell George
You are a Masterful Coach.”

Even though Laura excelled in the corporate environment, she aspired toward
something more. Laura now uses her time management, work life balance and
personal development skills as a business and life coach. Laura helps people
blend their goals and dreams into their everyday lives. Laura uses creative
strategies to help her clients realize what really matters to them. Combining
inspired action with practical, tangible techniques, she leads clients toward more
autonomy, freedom and balance.

Books by Laura Lee Rose available on
Amazon.com or LauraLeeRose.com
To schedule Laura for your group,
Laura@LauraLeeRose.com
www.LauraLeeRose.com

“I was impressed at how fast Laura Lee Rose
could find the holes in my business marketing
and give me concrete, actionable steps to make it
100 times more effective (and take less work!).
She was able to take a complex system and break
it down into clear activities that could be
outsourced, delegated and managed much more
easily. It feels like huge weight has been lifted
off my shoulders. Rose Coaching has made my
overwhelming workload seem more manageable
and dare I say even enjoyable!”
Jan R

You are a Masterful Coach.”

